Abstract-This letter discusses the design of an omnidirectional dual-reflector antenna, where the main reflector has a circular generating curve. Under geometrical optics approximations, the subreflector is shaped to produce a uniform phase distribution on a cylindrical aperture placed in front of the main reflector to maximize radiation on the horizon line. Closed-form design equations are presented for the subreflector shape. To provide the scanning of the main beam direction along the vertical plane, the displacement of the subreflector along the symmetric axis is explored. For the analysis of the antennas, method-of-moments technique is employed.
I. INTRODUCTION
C IRCULARLY symmetric dual-reflector antennas for omnidirectional coverage have been investigated for LMDS applications. They are capable of providing wider absolute bandwidths necessary to transmit wideband signals and, thus, encompassing several services. Design examples are presented in [1] - [5] , where confocal conic sections (hyperbola/parabola or ellipse/parabola) are the reflector generating curves and their parameters are adjusted to control the radiation pattern peak along the vertical plane. In [3] , the authors employ geometrical optics (GO) technique to shape the reflectors in order to maximize the antenna gain or to redistribute the energy to obtain uniform ground coverage [5] . In all these examples, the reflector surfaces are bodies of revolution obtained by spinning the generating curves about a common symmetry axis.
In the above-mentioned design studies, the antenna configurations are considered for fixed coverage scenarios. Attracted by scanning properties of the spherical reflector, here we consider an omnidirectional dual reflector configuration where the main reflector generatrix is a section of circle and the subreflector is GO shaped for an uniform phase distribution on a cylindrical aperture placed in front of the main reflector. By following the GO procedure presented in [6] , closed-form equations for the subreflector generating curve are derived and discussed in Section II. In Section III, we present a parametric study to identify efficient and compact geometries. We also explore the S. R. Zang is with the CETUC, PUC-Rio, Rio de Janeiro 22453-900, Brazil (e-mail: sandro@cetuc.puc-rio.br).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/LAWP.2013.2271496 displacement of the subreflector along the symmetry axis to tilt the main beam direction along the vertical plane. It would allow the same antenna to be capable to attend the coverage requirements for different elevation angles. In this letter, we consider the antenna fed by a coaxial conical horn excited by the fundamental TEM mode [4] , [7] yielding an antenna radiation pattern with vertical polarization. In order to estimate the applicability limits of the proposed design procedure, the antennas are analyzed by the method of moments (MoM) technique.
II. SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUE
The omnidirectional dual-reflector antenna is composed of two circularly symmetric reflectors with a common symmetry axis ( -axis), as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Here, the main reflector generating curve is obtained from a circle with center at the point and radius , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The extremes of the arc of circle are at the points and , and their projection on the -axis defines the aperture width . The -coordinate of any point on the main reflector can be expressed as (1) where the negative or the positive sign depends on whether the main reflector surface is concave or convex, respectively.
To ensure space for the feed access to the subreflector focus , the point is placed out of the symmetry axis, and the position of the feed aperture along the -axis is used to correct any feed phase error. By applying GO principles, the subrefletor generating curve is shaped to reflect the rays coming from the feed phase center at ( ) toward the main reflector and create a cylindrical phase front at the aperture. The subreflector surface has its vertex at the 1536-1225/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE symmetry axis where a curvature discontinuity is generally present. The distance defines the vertex point , and the cone of rays with cone semi-angle defines the subreflector boundary and the subreflector diameter . At this point, it is possible to identify two types of antenna configurations that are associated with the caustic surface of rays emerging from the subreflector herein defined as omnidirectional dual-reflector real caustic (ODRC) and omnidirectional dual-reflector virtual caustic (ODVC), illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Due to the geometry, for the ODRC configuration, the main reflector surface is always concave, while for the ODVC, it could be either concave or convex. In both cases, the rays coming from the subreflector are not reflected toward the feed aperture minimizing the reaction into the feed.
The subreflector shaping GO procedure follows the steps shown in [6] where a function associated with the main reflector is employed (2) where is total path length from the origin ( ) to an equiphase cylindrical aperture in front the main reflector. As shown in [6] , for a dual-reflector antenna with equiphase distribution on the aperture, it is possible to establish a simple expression to relate the direction of a ray emerging from the feed phase center at and crossing the cylindrical aperture at the point and expressed as (3) The GO synthesis procedure establishes a relation between the design parameters , , , , , and , and the main reflector parameters , , , and by imposing four conditions on the antenna geometry. The total length is obtained from the segments for the ODVC configuration and from the segments for the ODRC configuration. By using (3), two conditions are obtained by enforcing the two rays that emerge from the focus at ( ) and reach the subreflector vertex ( ) and the subreflector edge ( ) to cross the extremes of the aperture. In addition, the points and are required to lay on a circle with center at the point and radius . The combination of these three conditions results in a third-degree polynomial equation in terms of or , and [7] presents an analysis of the type of solutions. For the range of input values considered in this letter, only one of the three possible solutions corresponds to an antenna design. In addition, it is also essential to verify if the subflector surface does not cross the caustic surface.
III. PARAMETRIC STUDY AND SCANNING PROPERTIES
In [4] , the authors present a design study of omnidirectional dual-reflector antenna where the sub-and main reflectors are bodies of revolution generated by axis-displaced confocal conic curves (hyperbola/ellipse and parabola). By employing the aperture method to calculate the antenna efficiency, the authors consider antennas with aperture width and vary the design inputs to identify solutions with high efficiency and compact geometry. For comparison, we follow a similar strategy to explore the performance of the ODRC and ODVC configurations.
For the design study, we consider the antennas illuminated by a coaxial TEM horn that generates a circularly symmetric radiation pattern with a null along the symmetry axis and provides the antenna with a vertically polarized field. Details of the feed horn design are presented in [4] . For the aperture analysis, the feed circular symmetric radiation is modeled as for where is a normalization factor, and and are adjusted to match the measured radiation pattern [4] . In all case studies to be presented, and . By following the steps presented in [7] and by using the function in (2), simple analytical expressions can be derived for the GO vector field at antenna cylindrical aperture. It enables an approximate analysis of antenna radiation performance by employing the aperture method [4] . Figs. 4 and 5 show the antenna gain obtained for the ODVC and ODRC as function of and , respectively, and for values of varying between 40 and 60 . For each value of , the lower limit of and corresponds to a geometry solution where the subreflector edge reaches the caustic surface. As observed from Figs. 4 and 5, the maximum gain is obtained for values of around 50 that offers a tradeoff between the minimum spillover and the efficient illumination of the cylindrical aperture.
Around the maximum, the gain shows small variation for a range of values of or , allowing the search for compact geometries without loss of efficiency. For the task, we define the antenna volume by the frustum cone that circumscribes the dualreflector system. Although, for both configurations, the volume grows steadily for the higher values of or , the ODRC configuration has a minimum volume for the lower values of , as shown in Fig. 6 . For these lower values of , the shallow incidence of the ray coming from the subreflector edge requires a shallower main reflector surface and increases in order to maintain the aperture dimension . Consequently, the volume grows as the reduction of and is compensated by the increase of . Another interesting feature of the ODRC configuration is the main reflector radius illustrated in Fig. 7 for a range of . As observed, for lower values of , the main reflector surface is concave, and tends to infinity, and as increases, the main reflector tends to a cone, and hence the subreflector becomes a parabola. For larger values of , the main reflector surface becomes convex, and decreases as continues increasing. Moreover, this exchange of concave to convex occurs for lower values of as increases. To illustrate the performance of the ODVC and ODRC configurations, two examples of antennas were chosen, and their design parameters are listed in Table I . They have approximately the same volume and, although they were not the most compact solutions, they are close to the minimum and further reduction in the overall volume of the antenna would imply in significant reduction of the gain. By applying the aperture method, their gain peaks are 12.055 and 11.79 dBi for ODVC and ODRC cases, respectively. When compared to the gain yielded by a uniformly illuminated cylindrical aperture ( ) [3] , the antenna efficiency corresponds to approximately 80.27% and 81.86% for ODVC and ODRC cases, respectively, which are comparable to the efficiencies obtained for the cases shown in [4] .
As mentioned previously, the subreflector is shaped to produce a uniform phase in cylindrical aperture in front the main reflector and, consequently, maximize the antenna gain along the horizon ( ). Here, we explore the scanning properties of main reflector with circular generating curve to modify the main lobe direction along the vertical plane by displacing the subreflector of with respect to its initial position, where is the distance from the origin ( ) to the vertices ( ), as illustrated in Fig. 8 for the ODVC case. It creates an almost linear distortion of the phase front on the cylindrical aperture where linearity of the new phase front depends on relation Table I . For the case where , a small reduction in gain is verified due the coupling effects between feed and reflectors not accounted in the aperture method.
For three values of , Figs. 9 and 10 show the MoM radiation pattern for ODVC and ODRC cases, respectively, and Table II summarizes the performances. For the ODVC configuration, the tilt of the main lobe downward requires to be negative, bringing the subreflector close to the origin. It reduces the overall antenna volume, increases , and lowers the subreflector spillover above the horizon, as the displacement and the tilt increase. On the other hand, for the ODRC configuration, the tilt downward is obtained by increasing the distance between subreflector vertices and the origin ( is positive). It increases the overall antenna volume, reduces , and increases the subreflector spillover above the horizon as the tilt increases. As observed, the displacement of the subreflector has been effective to tilt the main direction up without a significant loss of gain, especially for the ODVC case that shows less than 1 dB gain variation up to a tilt of 8 downward. The position of the caustic surface can be critical in the choice of the type of main reflector generating curve. For example, in the case of axis-displaced confocal conic curves with a real caustic between the reflectors (OADE-ellipse and parabola), as described in [4] , the annular caustic is in the vicinity of the main reflector surface, and small displacements of the subreflector ( ) lead to large aperture phase distortion and the gain falls drastically.
IV. CONCLUSION
The design of an omnidirectional dual-reflector antenna, where the main reflector has a circular generating curve was presented. The subreflector was GO-shaped to produce a uniform phase distribution on a cylindrical aperture placed in front of the main reflector to maximize radiation on the horizon line. Two types of configurations were identified: the ODVC and the ODRC, depending on the virtual or the real caustic surface between the reflectors, respectively. The synthesis and analysis techniques were employed to identify configurations with efficiencies above 80%. It was also showed that the displacement of the subreflector along the symmetric axis provides the scanning of the main beam along the vertical plane. Two dual-reflector compact arrangements were investigated and analyzed by the method-of-moments technique.
